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Abstract: Ten Italian globe artichoke clones belonging to the Romanesco typology were characterized
in the western coastal area of Italy (Cerveteri, Rome), using a combination of morphological (UPOV
descriptors), biochemical (HPLC analysis), and molecular (AFLP, ISSR, and SSR markers) traits.
Significant differences among clones were found for many of the quantitative and qualitative
morphological traits. Multivariate analyses (Principal Component Analysis) showed that, of the
47 morphological descriptors assessed, four (i.e., plant height, central flower-head weight, earliness,
and total flower-head weight) presented a clear grouping of the clones. Biochemical analyses
showed that the clones significantly differed in the polyphenolic profiles of the flower-head, with
the suggestion that some of these, such as S2, S3, S5, and S18, are more suitable for the fresh market.
The clones, clustered by a UPGMA dendrogram based on 393 polymorphic AFLP and ISSR loci,
showed that the clones were genetically separated from each other. This highlights the importance
of characterizing, evaluating, and conserving autochthonous germplasm for future plant breeding
activities. Overall, these studies resulted in the identification of two new clones, selected on the basis
of flower-head morphology and earliness. These clones, named Michelangelo and Raffaello, are
registered on the Italian National Register of Varieties (DM n. 6135, 3/29/2013 G.U. 91, 18 April 2013).

Keywords: Cynara cardunculus; genetic diversity; germplasm selection; nutraceutical compounds;
varietal release

1. Introduction

The globe artichoke [Cynara cardunculus L. var. scolymus (L.) Fiori] is a diploid species
(2n = 2x = 34), traditionally grown for its immature flower-heads and used in dishes across the
Mediterranean region [1,2]. More recently, the globe artichoke has also attracted attention due to its
potential as a biomass crop [3,4] and for its nutraceutical content [5,6]. As of 2013, global artichoke
production was 1793 Mt of heads over an area of 130,676 ha [7]. The top producers were Italy
(548 kt/46,954 ha), Egypt (391 kt/16,213 ha), and Spain (200 kt/15,400 ha) [7].

In Italy, the globe artichoke is an economically important horticultural crop, especially in regions
such as Sicily (165 Mt/14,832 ha), Apulia (148 Mt/15,610 ha), and Sardinia (114 Mt/13,528 ha) [8].
Italy also houses the richest collections of globe artichoke autochthonous germplasm; the primary
cultivated gene pool [9] including farmer varieties/landraces, traditionally propagated vegetatively via
offshoots. This cultivated germplasm was traditionally differentiated on the basis of head morphology
(Romaneschi, Violetti, Catanesi, Spinosi) [10] or head appearance, and harvest time (autumn and
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spring, or “re-bloom” and “spring” flowering types) [11,12]. Many traditional landraces, however, do
not fall into these broad varietal group traits.

Italian production is mainly based on local heterogeneous genotypes, which represent examples
of farmer selection carried out on-farm, and are named based on the geographical area of cultivation,
without genetic or origin identification [13]. For example, in the Latium region, the Romanesco
landraces Castellammare and Campagnano were widely cultivated in non-specialized small-holdings.
In 2002, these landraces were added to the PGI (Protected Geographical Indication) ‘Romanesco
Artichoke of Latium’ (Reg. EC n. 2006/2002), the varietal registration platform. Despite the added
value of this certification, and the highly sought-after quality of the heads, preferred for traditional
recipes, these landraces are being rapidly replaced by new micropropagated artichoke cultivars and
seed-propagated F1 hybrids, which are more productive and mature earlier, as the market requests [14].
In particular, the clone C3, derived from the traditional population Castellammare, and selected for
its earliness in the Latium region, is widely cultivated [15]. This has led to a significant erosion of
Castellammare populations and a corresponding loss of diversity [16]. The traditional Romanesco
germplasm contains high levels of genetic variation within each landrace [13,17–21]. Many of these
landraces are highly resistant to endemic diseases, such as the Artichoke latent Virus (ArLV) and
Verticillium dahliae Kleb. [14,18]. This highlights the importance of conserving the landraces, as their
high levels of heterogeneity allow them to respond to abiotic and biotic stresses and adapt to low-input
farming systems.

In Italy, more in-depth studies are needed for the genetic improvement of these traditional
landraces of Romanesco types, especially in terms of varietal release. Preliminary studies on the
characterization of traditional Romanesco genetic resources have assessed the complementarity
between molecular and morphological approaches [16,18,22]. However, plant breeding programs
aimed at the recovery and release of new Romanesco registered varieties have not been carried out.
Indeed, in Italy, it is mainly the seed-propagated F1 hybrids (SIAN code/Hybrid name: 3062/Ademaro,
3284/Almiro, 3061/Amos, 3285/Ernesto, 3058/Istar, 3064/Napoleone, 3300/Omero, 3066/Rinaldo,
3282/Romano, 3283/Verdiano, and 3059/Zenone) that have been placed on the National Register of
Horticultural Varieties of Italian Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Forestry Policies (Commission
Directive 2006/124/EC).

Taking into account the above issues and the requirements for several well-defined quality
standards for the release of new varieties (European Directive No. 184/1/2004), autochthonous
germplasm belonging to the Romanesco typology was evaluated for two years [18], within the
framework of the CYNARES project (financial support from the European Commission, DG for
Agriculture and Rural Development, under Council Regulation EC No 870/2004).

The same genetic material was assessed: (i) molecularly, utilizing ISSR, AFLP, and SSR markers;
(ii) morphologically, through the use of UPOV (International Union for the Protection of New
Varieties of Plants) descriptors; and (iii) biochemically, using HPLC analysis. The objectives were to:
(a) investigate the existing genetic diversity within and among these clones under morphological,
biochemical, and molecular profiles; and (b) select clones for varietal release and inclusion on the
Italian Register of National Varieties.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Field and Plant Material

Ten clones, selected on the basis of previous data [18], and representative of Romanesco
germplasm, were assessed in this study. In particular, clones from the north and south of Rome
(Figure 1), with different times of heading, were used. The clones S17, S22, and S23 were early heading
specimens; S18, S20, and S21 were medium heading specimens; and S2, S3, S5, and S11 were late
heading specimens. All clones were planted in Cerveteri, Latium (Italy) (41◦59′ N 12◦01′ E 30 m
a.s.l.), in an experimental farm station belonging to the Regional Agency for the Development and
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the Innovation of Agriculture (ARSIAL), where they were evaluated for two subsequent growing
seasons. Landraces were planted in a randomized block design with four replicates, with each test
plot consisting of twenty plants. The planting density was 7700 plants·ha−1 (inter and intra-row
distances of 1.30 and 1.00 m, respectively). Field experiments were conducted under low resource
inputs (one irrigation/year in August consisting of 60 mm of water, organic fertilization with 50 kg of
N·ha−1, and without herbicides and gibberellic acid), as per local agronomical practices. During the
trials, meteorological data were collected by a meteorological station set up at the experimental farm.
The first growing season exhibited maximum and minimum air temperatures (expressed as average
values) ranging from 30.6 to 4.8 ◦C between August and May, while temperatures over the second
growing season ranged from 29.1 to 5.9 ◦C. The recorded value for rainfall was 549.6 mm from August
to May of the first year of the assessment, and 921.8 mm in the second year. Soil characteristics were
as follows: 62% sand, 23% clay, and 15% silt; pH 6.3; organic matter, 1.24%; total nitrogen, 0.08%; P,
24 ppm; K, 355 ppm; and CE, 0.16 mS.
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2.2. Morphological Analysis

Twelve plants per clone (three plants per replicate) were randomly selected in the center of the
plot and assessed agro-morphologically. Each plant was phenotyped using standard UPOV descriptors
for the globe artichoke, along with another well-defined group of complementary Romanesco type
descriptors [18,22,23]. The assessment utilized 47 agro-morphological descriptors, described in Table 1,
were recorded either one or twice a week between February and May, in both growing seasons.
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Table 1. Forty-seven morphological descriptors utilized for clone characterization.

No. Descriptor No. Descriptor

1. Plant: height (including central flower-head) 25. Central flower-head: shape of tip
2. Plant: number of lateral shoots on main stem 26. First flower-head on lateral shoot: length
3. Main stem: height (excluding central flower-head) 27. First flower-head on lateral shoot: diameter

4. Main stem: distance between central flower-head and
youngest well developed leaf 28. First flower-head on lateral shoot: size

5. Main stem: diameter (at about 10 cm below central
flower-head) 29. First flower-head on lateral shoot: shape

6. Leaf: attitude 30. Outer bract: length of base
7. Leaf: long spines 31. Outer bract: width of base
8. Leaf: length 32. Outer bract: thickness at base
9. Leaf: incisions 33. Outer bract: main shape

10. Leaf: number of lobes, 34. Outer bract: shape of apex
11. Lobe: shape of tip (excluding terminal lobe) 35. Outer bract: depth of emargination
12. Lobe: number of secondary lobes 36. Outer bract: colour (external side)
13. Lobe: shape of tip of secondary lobes 37. Outer bract: hue of secondary colour
14. Leaf blade: shape in cross section 38. Outer bract: size of spine
15. Leaf blade: intensity of green colour 39. Outer bract: mucron

16. Leaf blade: hue of green colour 40. Central flower-head: anthocyanin coloration of inner
bracts

17. Leaf blade: intensity of grey hue 41. Central flower-head: density of inner bracts
18. Leaf: hairiness on upper side 42. Receptacle: diameter
19. Leaf blade: blistering 43. Receptacle: thickness
20. Petiole: anthocyanin coloration at base 44. Receptacle: shape in longitudinal
21. Central flower-head: length 45. Main head weight
22. Central flower-head: diameter 46. Total number of heads
23. Central flower-head: size 47. Main Head date of maturity
24. Central flower-head: shape in longitudinal section

2.3. DNA Extraction and Molecular Marker Analysis

One plant per landrace was randomly selected and molecularly assessed. The total genomic DNA
was isolated from young leaves and extracted from 100 mg of frozen tissue, using the Plant DNA
Extraction Kit (EURx Ltd. 80-297 Gdansk Poland). The DNA quality was checked by electrophoresis
in a 1% agarose gel and stained with ethidium bromide. The DNA concentration was determined
through spectrophotometry.

Molecular analysis was run using AFLPs, ISSRs, and SSRs markers.
Seven AFLP primer combinations were used: EcoACC/MseCTA, EcoACG/MseCTT,

EcoAGC/MseCTT, MseAC/PstCA, MseAC/PstCG, MseGC/PstCA, and MseGC/PstCG.
Amplifications were carried out according to Vos et al. [24], and consisted of using MseI and
PstI to digest the template DNA. Non-selective primers were used for pre-amplification. Four ISSR
primers, selected from the British Columbia University (810, 834, 841, and 857), were also used.
PCR reactions were performed in a final volume of 10 µL, containing 10 ng DNA, 0.3 µM primer,
100 µM dNTP, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9.0), and 1 Unit of Taq polymerase. The amplification regime
was 94 ◦C/5 min, followed by 39 cycles of 96 ◦C/1 min, 43–54 ◦C/1 min (see Ta in Table 2), and
72 ◦C/2 min, ending with an extension step of 72 ◦C/10 min.

Thirteen SSR primers, developed by Acquadro et al. [25] (CMAL11, CMAL117, CMAL24,
CMAL06, and CMAL108), [26] (CDAT01, CLIB02, and CLIB12), [27] (CMAFLP18), and
Sonnante et al. [28] (CsPal03, CsPal02, CsEST03, and CsCiCaCa05), were used. Primers, sequences,
and their amplification conditions were selected in accordance with the authors who developed the
primers (see above); the annealing temperatures are reported in Table 2.

The forward primers for all of the 24 markers were labeled with either FAM or HEX. PCR
amplifications were resolved in a 3130xl sequencer machine (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA,
USA) and read by Genemap 3.1. Software (Applied Biosystems). Primer reproducibility was checked
by repeating the amplifications twice.
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Table 2. ISSR, AFLP, and SSR used for germplasm characterization.

Molecular Markers Ta NPB He Ho PIC

AFLP

EcoACC/MseCTA 5 0.37
EcoACG/MseCTT 3 0.45
EcoAGC/MseCTT 4 0.34

MseAC/PstCA 81 0.31
MseAC/PstCG 68 0.27
MseGC/PstCA 95 0.28
MseGC/PstCG 67 0.28

ISSR

810 (GA)8T 43 4 0.24
827 (AG)8G 52 1 0.41

841 (GA)8YC 45 30 0.20
857 (AC)8YG 54 35 0.22

SSR

CMAL11 54 2 0.32 0.40 0.268
CMAL117 60 2 0.48 0.60 0.365
CMAL24 60 4 0.66 0.90 0.592
CMAL06 60 2 0.50 0.80 0.375

CMAL108 60 2 0.10 0.10 0.091
CDAT01 54 3 0.56 1.00 0.442
CLIB02 59 2 0.50 0.90 0.373
CLIB12 55 2 0.50 0.90 0.373

CMAFLP18 55 2 0.50 0.90 0.373
CsPal03 52 3 0.55 1.00 0.442
CsPal02 60 2 0.10 0.10 0.091
CsEST03 62 2 0.38 0.50 0.305

CsCiCaCa05 55 2 0.10 0.10 0.091

Ta: annealing temperature; NPB: number of polymorphic bands; He: expected heterozygosity; Ho: observed
heterozygosity; PIC: polymorphic information content.

2.4. Biochemical Analysis

2.4.1. Solvents and Reagents

Ethanol solvent and reagent grade formic acid (96%) were purchased from Scharlau Co.
(Barcelona, Spain). Deionized water was made using a Milli-Q water purifying system,
purchased from Millipore Co. (Bedford, MA, USA). Apigenin, luteolin, luteolin-7-O-glucoside
(cynaroside), 1,3-O-dicaffeoylquinic acid (cynarin), and 1,5-O-dicaffeoylquinic acid were obtained
from Extrasynthese (Lyon, France); while 3-O-caffeoylquinic acid (chlorogenic acid) was obtained from
Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louise, MO, USA).

2.4.2. Polyphenol Extraction and HPLC Analysis

At least three primary flower-heads per replicate were harvested during the commercial
maturation stage for each clone, in the spring of the first growing season. All samples were immediately
weighed, freeze-dried, and grounded to a 1 mm diameter fine powder. Extraction was performed
using Accelerated Solvent Extraction (ASE), according to the methods described by Ciancolini et al. [6].

Polyphenol analysis was carried out using a Dionex HPLC chromatograph, equipped with an
UV detector HP 1100. HPLC separation was performed as previously described by Ciancolini et al. [6].
Chromatograms were recorded at 325 nm for chlorogenic acid, 1,3-O-dicaffeoylquinic acid, and
1,5-O-dicaffeoylquinic acid, and at 350 nm for luteolin, apigenin, and cynaroside. All samples were
analyzed in duplicate.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Morphological and biochemical data were analyzed through an ANOVA running Generalized
Linear Model (GLM), Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and Cluster analyses using SPSS software
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version 15.0. Mean separations were performed by a Tukey test. Significance was accepted at p ≤ 0.05
level. Shapiro-Wilk and Kurtosis tests were used to assess the normality of the observations. Based on
the morphological traits, a similarity dendrogram was constructed using an agglomerative hierarchical
cluster analysis.

Polymorphic bands for each ISSR and AFLP marker (between 50 and 500 bp) were recorded;
each significant peak was assumed to represent a single locus, with two possible alleles (presence and
absence). Profiles were converted to a 1/0 matrix for statistical analyses, while band dimensions were
considered for SSR markers. Statistics of the molecular data, such as number of polymorphic bands
(NPB), expected heterozygosity (He), observed heterozygosity (Ho), and polymorphic information
content (PIC), were computed for each clone, in accordance with Pagnotta et al. [29], utilizing
GenAlEx [30] or Power Marker [31]. The marker matrix was also used to compute Nei’s genetic
distances [32] between clones, and then used to conduct a cluster analysis and to draw an
UPGMA diagram.

The numbers of common versus rare alleles were also analyzed to obtain an assessment of the
richness within each landrace. Rare alleles were categorized as those alleles present in less than 5% of
each landrace.

A Mantel test was applied to verify the statistical relationship between the distance matrices
obtained by the genetic and morphological traits [33], as well as between biochemical and
morphological matrices. A Pearson’s correlation was used to evaluate the Mantel test (significance
level of p ≤ 0.05).

3. Results

3.1. Morphological Characterization

On the basis of morphological data, a cluster analysis was applied and a similarity dendrogram
was generated (Figure 2), which showed significant differences among clones. The dendrogram
obtained allocated the 10 clones into two main clusters: the first cluster grouped the clones S2, S3, S5,
and S11; and the clones S17, S20, S18, S22, S23, and S21 were included in the second group. In the
two identified clusters, the clones were mainly divided on the basis of their earliness/lateness and
geographical origin (south vs. north of Rome, see Figure 1). This is consistent over the two years (data
unshown), although eight out of the 15 traits have significant clone-by-year interactions (Table 3).

For 15 of the 47 quantitative and qualitative traits measured, significant differences among
clones were found, highlighting high levels of genetic variability within the germplasm (Table 3).
With reference to morphological traits, S5, S18, and S20 showed the highest values for plant height.
The clones S3, S11, S18, S20, and S21 exhibited the longest distance between the youngest leaf on the
main floral stem and the central flower-head. S11, S17, S18, S22, and S23 revealed the biggest main
floral stem diameter. The clones S2, S17, and S23 were characterized by the shortest head length, while
S3, S17, S18, and S20 had the smallest head diameter. Regarding the head shape, S20 showed the
most elongated heads, while S2, S17, S22, and S23 provided the most elliptical heads. Concerning
the head color, the clones S11, S18, and S21 showed the most intense purple-colored striped heads,
while S5, S17, S22, and S23 were characterized by the most green-colored heads. In both growing
seasons, S17 budded the earliest with regard to the appearance of the central flower-head, while
S2, S3, S5, and S11 produced their central flower-heads later. The highest value for the number of
total heads produced was seen for S22, and S23, S17, S21, S22, and S23 yielded the highest values
when expressed as kg of heads per plant (Table 3). The ANOVA test revealed significant differences
between years for 13 traits and significant clone-per-year interactions for eight traits out of the 15 traits,
showing significant differences among clones (Table 3). The principal component analysis undertaken,
based on the morphological datasets of clones of the same typology, showed that only 37.61% of the
total variance is explained by the first three components (Figure 3). Nevertheless, the first PC factor
(15.84% of variance) included the following primary traits: plant height, main floral stem height, head
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shape index, receptacle shape, time of the central flower-head appearance, and time of the primary
flower-head appearance. The second factor explained 13.29% of the variance and included: the distance
between the first fully developed leaf and the central flower-head, the main stem diameter, central
flower-head diameter, receptacle diameter, and central flower-head weight. The third factor (8.48% of
variance) entailed the number of lateral shoots, total number of flower-heads, and weight of the heads.
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Table 3. Differences in some morphological traits (means over two years) of the 10 Romanesco landraces analyzed. Plant height (PH, cm), distance between the
youngest leaf on the main floral stem and the central flower-head (DHL, cm), stem diameter (MSD, cm), head length (HeadL, cm), head diameter (HeadD, cm), head
shape (ShapeIndex), head tip shape (ShapeTip), bract colour (ColBract), diameter of the receptacle (RecD, cm), receptacle thickness (RecThick, cm), receptacle shape
(RecShape), head weight (HeadW g), time of head maturity (TimeHead), total head number (HeadN), and total head weight (TotHeadW, g)

Clones PH DHL MSD HeadL HeadD ShapeIndex ShapeTip ColBract RecD RecThick RecShape HeadW TimeHead HeadN TotHeadW

S2 68.6 d,e 23.4 b,c 2.80 a,b 7.72 b,c 9.93 a,b 0.78 e 3.54 a 3.00 b,c 4.88 a 0.69 b,c 1.96 c,d 358.4 a,b 191.5 a 8.08 d 1291.7 e

S3 71.4 c,d 29.6 a,b 2.66 b,c 8.34 a,b 9.38 b,c 0.89 a,c 2.54 b,d 3.08 b,c 4.20 a,b 0.57 c 2.29 a,c 326.8 a,b 186.5 a 10.67 a,d 1342.1 e

S5 85.1 a,b 27.5 b,c 2.54 c 8.52 a,b 9.47 a,c 0.90 a,b 2.46 c,d 2.67 c,d 4.62 a,b 0.61 c 2.61 a 340.3 a,b 188.6 a 9.5 b,d 1323.8 e

S11 79.8 b,c 29.5 a,b 2.75 a,c 8.48 a,b 9.51 a,c 0.89 a,c 1.67 e 3.67 a,b 4.38 a,b 0.64 c 2.54 a,b 354.6 a,b 188.7 a 10.88 a,d 1399.0 d,e

S17 54.1 f 25.2 b,c 2.93 a 7.28 c 9.13 b,c 0.80 b,e 3.38 a 2.25 d 4.68 a,b 0.90 a,b 1.13 e 336.9 a,b 148.7 e 10.58 a,d 1820.8 a,d

S18 86.4 a,b 35.0 a 2.94 a 7.86 a,c 9.33 b,c 0.84 a,d 2.96 a,d 3.50 a,b 4.85 a 0.64 c 1.58 d,e 355.2 a,b 183.0 a,b 9.21 c,d 1687.1 b,e

S20 90.7 a 34.6 a 2.61 b,c 8.21 a,c 8.79 c 0.93 a 3.00 a,c 3.21 b,c 4.01 b 0.60 c 2.13 b,c 314.2 b 183.5 a,b 11.38 a,c 1647.6 c,e

S21 72.0 c,d 29.4 a,b 2.64 b,c 8.76 a 9.91 a,b 0.88 a,c 2.33 d 3.92 a 4.31 a,b 0.78 a,c 1.96 c,d 378.4 a 175.1 b,c 12.50 a,b 2174.0 a

S22 59.9 e,f 23.1 b,c 2.97 a 8.09 a,c 10.32 a 0.78 e 3.08 a,c 2.58 c,d 4.89 a 0.94 a 1.58 d,e 359.1 a,b 166.1 c,d 13.54 a 1908.1 a,c

S23 54.2 f 21.3 c 2.85 a,b 7.65 b,c 9.61 a,c 0.79 c,e 3.17 a,b 2.54 c,d 4.80 a 0.99 a 1.58 d,e 329.9 a,b 161.8 d 13.42 a 2107.0 a,b

Std.Er. 1.62 1.44 0.39 0.20 0.18 0.02 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.04 0.09 13.68 2.082 0.596 89.719
Y *** *** *** ** ** *** ns *** ns *** *** *** *** *** ***

CxY *** *** ns ns *** ns ns *** ns *** ** ns *** * ns

Different letters indicate statistically significant differences among clones at p ≤ 0.05 (ANOVA analysis, Tukey test); *, **, and *** indicate significant differences at p ≤ 0.05, p ≤ 0.01, and p
≤ 0.001, respectively, and ns stands for non-significant.
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3.2. DNA Marker Characterization

The molecular markers of the primers used, differed in their ability to detect genetic variation, as
shown by the differences in the number of bands, genetic diversity (He), and PIC (Table 2). This was
also found within the same marker type: the ISSR 827 marker detected the highest genetic diversity,
whereas ISSR 841 amplified the lowest one; the EcoACG/MseCTT primer pair showed the highest
genetic diversity, whereas the MseAC/PstCG, in spite of the high number of bands, had the lowest
He value. The most informative SSR marker was CMAL24, with the highest genetic diversity and the
highest PIC value, while the least informative were CMAL108, CsPal02, and CsCiCaCa05, with a PIC
of only 0.091.

The number of private alleles for each population ranged from four in S11, to 41 in S20 (Table 4).

Table 4. Private alleles present in each of the clones analyzed.

Clones N. Private Alleles Private Bands

S11 4 MgcPca/10, MgcPca/202, 841/302, 857/168

S17 7 MacPca/107, MgcPca/131, MgcPca/159, MgcPca/228, MgcPca/267,
MgcPcg/9, 857/277

S18 6
MacPcg/4, MacPca/12, MacPca/54, MacPca/150, MacPcg/24, MacPcg/63,
MacPcg/86, MgcPca/30, MgcPca/39, MgcPca/43, MgcPca/60, MgcPca/180,
MgcPcg/3, MgcPcg/22, MgcPcg/35, MgcPcg/151

S2 9 810/4, 857/172, MacPca/24, MacPcg/95, MacPcg/228, MgcPca/5,
MgcPca/73, MgcPcg/15, MgcPcg/94

S22 20

MacPca/50, MacPca/32, MacPca/167, MacPca/194, MacPca/215,
MacPca/236, MacPca/238, MacPcg/16, MacPcg/48, MacPcg/137, MgcPca/4,
MgcPca/80, MgcPca/87, MgcPca/107, MgcPca/201, MgcPca/252,
MgcPcg/8, MgcPcg/105, MgcPcg/122, MgcPcg/126

S23 8 MacPca/275, MacPcg/115, MgcPca/68, MgcPca/268, MgcPcg/31,
MgcPcg/82, 857/41, 857/191

S3 15
MacPcg/23, MgcPcg/26, MacPcg/234, MgcPca/78, MgcPcg/17, MgcPcg/20,
MgcPcg/48, EaccMcta/91, 810/5, 841/32, 841/34, 841/220, 841/223,
857/74, 857/76

S5 14
MacPca/70, MacPca/133, MacPca/134, MgcPca/117, MacPca/222,
MgcPcg/154, MgcPcg/167, 841/51, 841/53, 841/131, 857/62, 857/193,
857/262,857/275

S21 20

841/76, 841/194, 841/195, 841/330, 857/315, 857/321, 857/323, MacPcg/26,
MacPcg/37, MacPcg/179, MgcPca/27, MgcPca/32, MgcPca/41, MgcPca/75,
MgcPca/133, MgcPca/193, MgcPca/240, MgcPcg/40,
MgcPcg/138, MgcPcg/191

S20 37

857/2, MacPca/5, MacPca/15, MacPca/35, MacPca/48, MacPca/73,
MacPca/74, MacPca/158, MacPca/193, MacPca/278, MacPcg/9, MacPcg/18,
MacPcg/25, MacPcg/34, MacPcg/38, MacPcg/44, MacPcg/45, MacPcg/46,
MacPcg/92, MacPcg/145, MgcPca/17, MgcPca/49, MgcPca/53, MgcPca/97,
MgcPca/141, MgcPca/169, MgcPca/207, MgcPca/210, MgcPcg/135,
MgcPcg/153, MgcPcg/162, MgcPcg/168, MgcPcg/178, MgcPcg/182,
MgcPcg/19, MgcPcg/36, MgcPcg/71

The UPGMA diagram based on Nei’s genetic distance between clones, obtained with both
dominant and co-dominant DNA markers, is shown in Figure 4. The dendrogram revealed three
clusters: a first tight group with S3, S5 (late from south Rome), S17 and S18 (from the C3 selection); a
second group with S2, S11, and S23; and a third group with S20, S21, and S22, highlighting distinct and
separate genotypes. Hence, Figure 4 reflects only part of the agro-morphological differences among
Romanesco clones (also shown in Figure 2). In particular, S22 and S20, belonging to the third group,
showed similar head yields and number of lateral shoots. In contrast, S2 and S11 were grouped as
late-maturing clones, according to the time of the appearance of the central flower-head and by the
growing/collecting area.
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and co-dominant molecular markers.

A significant correlation between genetic similarity and morphological trait matrices was
illustrated by the Mantel test result (r = −0.29279; at p ≤ 0.05).

3.3. Biochemical Characterization

Polyphenol profiles, determined by HPLC analysis, of the primary flower-heads of the
10 Romanesco clones, are given in Table 5. The biocompounds cynarin, apigenin, and luteolin, were
not detected in any of the samples analyzed. However, statistical differences among genotypes were
found under the biochemical profile of the heads, when assessing other biocompounds. In particular,
S3 and S5 clones were found to contain the highest content of 1,5-O-dicaffeoylquinic acid. These clones,
in addition to S21, S2, S17, S18, and S22, were also characterized by the highest content of chlorogenic
acid. S5 and S23 clones contained the highest levels of cynaroside, (Table 5). S2, S3, S5, and S18 clones
showed values of the total polyphenols measured: 13.84, 14.01, 15.27, and 14.20 g kg-1 DM, respectively.
The Mantel test results of the biochemical and morphological trait matrices showed a slightly positive
significant correlation between the lateness of genotype production and the 1,5-O-dicaffeoylquinic
acid content (Pearson’s correlation coefficient r = 0.646, p ≤ 0.05).

Table 5. Biochemical characterization (in g·kg−1 DM) of the heads of the 10 Romanesco clones.

Clones 1,5-O-Dicaffeoylquinic
Acid

Chlorogenic
Acid Cynaroside

Total
Caffeolyquinic

Acids

Total
Measured

Polyphenols

S20 4.17 d 3.62 d 0.46 b 7.79 e 8.25 e

S21 5.99 c 6.52 a,b 0.34 c,d 12.51 b,c 12.85 b,c

S2 6.44 b,c 7.00 a 0.40 b,c 13.44 a,b 13.84 a,b

S3 7.05 a,b 6.74 a 0.31 d 13.79 a,b 14.01 a,b

S5 7.38 a 7.30 a 0.59 a 14.68 a 15.27 a

S11 5.96 c 5.93 b 0.43 b 11.89 c 12.32 c

S17 3.49 e 6.63 a,b 0.42 b,c 10.12 d 10.54 d

S18 6.60 b,c 7.32 a 0.28 d 13.92 a,b 14.20 a,b

S22 4.93 e 6.69 a,b 0.41 b,c 11.62 c 12.03 c

S23 3.53 e 4.42 c 0.55 a 7.95 e 8.50 e

Std. Error 0.265 0.266 0.030 0.527 0.535

Different letters indicate statistically significant differences among clones at p ≤ 0.05 (ANOVA analysis, Tukey test).

4. Discussion

This study characterized 10 autochthonous clones of Romanesco type through assessing a
combination of morphological, biochemical, and molecular traits. This complementarity was used
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successfully, to provide more robust and reliable data than those obtained based on a single technique,
as previously observed by other authors [2,19,20,34].

The agro-morphological assessment, undertaken using UPOV descriptors, revealed significant
differences among clones for 15 of the 47 quantitative and qualitative traits measured. It is not
surprising that traits such as spines, color, or lobes, did not vary among clones of the Romanesco
typology. Nevertheless, as with previous observations [18,22], most of the morphological quantitative
traits exhibited significant clone-by-year interactions, implying a strong environmental basis for these
traits; thus highlighting a weakness of some of the descriptors used as universal standards [23].
In addition, as evidenced by ANOVA analysis (Table 3), significant differences were detected between
years for most of the quantitative and qualitative traits assessed.

Nevertheless, particular traits, such as plant height, head shape index, receptacle shape, head
yield, and earliness, as observed in preliminary trials [18], differentiated the Romanesco clones.
These characteristics could, therefore, be useful for clone selection. Another trait is the distance
between the youngest leaf on the main floral stem and the central flower-head (S3, S11, S18, S20, S21),
which could be a suitable trait for mechanical head harvesting.

On the basis of the morphological evaluations, S17 and S22 showed agronomic profiles with
useful values of earliness and production (number of heads and weight). As these data confirmed
results previously obtained [18], these clones were submitted to the Italian Ministry of Agriculture to
be included on the National Variety Register, with the names Michelangelo and Raffaello, respectively.
These varieties have been accepted by the Italian Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Forestry Policies
with Decree no. 6135 of 29 March 2013, and published in the Official Journal no. 91 of 18 April 2013.

The clones grouped into two main clusters on the basis of morphological traits were congruent
with the agro-morphological traits observed, and reflected the geographical origin of the germplasm.
In contrast, the grouping clusters based on molecular data did not show the same level of congruence.
Mauro et al. [21] have observed that a likely cause of this is due to most of the AFLP loci being located
in non-coding portions of the genome and, therefore, they have little or no link to the phenotype.
Moreover, molecular analyses included assessments of allelic richness, the presence of private alleles,
and the frequency of ‘locally common’ alleles in a population; all of which are informative and useful
for the management of on-farm germplasm. In particular, the identification of unique alleles in a
population allows the possibility of using clone-specific fragments for a simple PCR-based test of
clone identity.

In this study, molecular analyses did not discriminate clones as early or late types, diverging
from the findings made by Lanteri et al. [35], who found a positive correlation between earliness and
accession cluster grouping. However, this discrepancy may depend on the fact that the clones analyzed
in our study were of the same Romanesco typology.

Marker-assisted selection remains untested in the globe artichoke, since the genome has only
recently been sequenced [36], and the associations between bands and traits need to be tested over
several years and environments. However, molecular data from this study has described markers
useful for discriminating clones and assessing their genetic diversity. All clones have been clearly
distinguished from each other through the assessment of genetic diversity. The germplasm exhibited
high levels of polymorphism and reproducibility, as reported by other authors [18,30,37]. The SSR
markers’ ability to detect polymorphisms, as revealed by the PIC values, are only partially in agreement
with the results of Pagnotta et al. [30] who, in collaboration with partners, undertook analyses of all
European holdings of global artichoke. They undertook assessments of typologies other than only
Romanesco. The markers CMAL11, CMAL117, CMAL24, CMAL06, CLIB-12, CMAFLP18, CsPal03,
and CsEST03, exhibited similar values in both studies, whereas CMAL-108 and CsPal02 exhibited
much lower values in this study. Of all the markers, the SSR marker CsCiCaCa05 was found to be the
least informative one.

One of the aims of this study was also to characterize the germplasm under its biochemical
profile, for assessing the most promising clones for marketing as fresh market vegetables or for
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industrial purposes. In accordance with Pandino et al. [38,39], chlorogenic acid, 1,5-O-dicaffeoylquinic
acid, and cynaroside, were found to be the most representative compounds. In contrast, the
flavonoids, luteolin, and apigenin, were not detected within samples in this study; this could depend
on the different extraction techniques used or/and on the genotype. However, the results so far
obtained showed that clones exhibited different polyphenolic profiles, acquired from the capitula, as
has also been observed by other authors who biochemically characterized several globe artichoke
genotypes [40,41]. Further plant breeding programs could focus on selecting genotypes as sources
of particular biochemical compounds. In particular, some late clones such as S2, S5, S3, and S18,
were very rich in polyphenols and this trait could lend to their suitability for markets. Indeed,
the consumption of polyphenols has been reported to have hepatoprotective, anticarcinogenic,
antioxidative, antibacterial, urinative, anticholesterol, and antiglycaemic effects [42–45]. Other clones
(i.e., S20 and S23), characterized by a low polyphenol content, could be used for industrial processing.
In fact, as reported by Lattanzio et al. [46], the browning phenomena, caused by polyphenol oxidation
due to polyphenoloxidase, could be addressed by selecting clones with a low polyphenol content.

The high levels of diversity detected using morphological, biochemical, and molecular analyses,
together with the possibility of distinguishing among clones, opens up options for developing targeted
breeding programs for varietal release. It is essential to conserve, characterize, and evaluate this
germplasm in ex-situ facilities.

It is also critical to assess and preserve the variation present within farmer’s fields and
develop in-situ on-farm conservation strategies, with clear links to ex-situ conservation programs.
A well-conceived conservation strategy could address the genetic erosion, currently driven by the
widespread cultivation of the micropropagated clone C3.

Despite the high levels of variation found within populations, most populations can be genetically
differentiated from one another [21]. Portis et al. [13] suggested that this might be a consequence of
farm fragmentation, together with the limited exchange of materials between individual farmers.

5. Conclusions

The work undertaken has resulted in two clones, named S17 and S22, being released as early
varieties and registered under the names of Michelangelo and Raffaello, respectively, in collaboration
with ARSIAL (Latium Regional Agency for the Development and the Innovation of Agriculture).
These two clones represent the first vegetatively propagated materials released in Italy.

These efforts highlight the need for the assessment of this traditional germplasm under different
profiles, fundamental for its protection and conservation. The value of plant genetic resources lies
in producing new cultivars, and in responding to new challenges based on systems of sustainable
production and improved nutritional quality [34,40].
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